
CASE STUDY

One Food Distribution Center’s 
Cleaning Challenge

In today’s fast-paced food distribution center environments, disruptions in 

operations can pose a serious challenge to customer satisfaction, safety, 

regulatory compliance and, ultimately, bottom line success.

For one major national food distribution center, such a challenge came 

from what some might consider an unlikely source: the provision of 

comprehensive cleaning services.

COMPLIANCE CONCERNS CAUSED BY INTERNAL 
JANITORIAL PROGRAM FAILURE
Over a period of six-to-eight months, sanitary conditions at the 500,000 

square foot facility had declined significantly, including a lack of general 

cleanliness, and unobserved products and packing material “lost” in 

racking areas, along with product spills throughout the warehouse. The 

negative effects were serious and widespread. 

Formerly, the company had been able to maintain adequate safety 

and sanitary conditions utilizing an internal cleaning and janitorial staff. 

However, like so many industries experiencing labor shortages, it had 

seen its cleaning staff dwindle by over 60%. Efforts to halt the attrition 

and hire additional service personnel had been unsuccessful.

Thank you for 
sending your team to 
our WDC. My team 
and I appreciate 
it, and I know our 
customers will too.”
NATIONAL WAREHOUSE 
FACILITIES DIRECTOR

A practical solution when the company’s 
best efforts come up short



MORE THAN JUST OUTSOURCING
Corporate leadership turned to TEC Services for immediate help. After 

meeting with management and key line operations personnel, we 

prepared a situation analysis and action plan that was launched within 

14 days of our initial meeting. This customized, rapid response initiative 

incorporated SQF documentation standards and addressed all major 

issues as identified by the company. Working around the clock, TEC’s 

account supervisors and trained service team eliminated all of the major 

cleaning and sanitation challenges.  Moving forward, TEC has taken on the 

24-hour-a-day, 7-days-a-week cleaning program.

TRANSPARENT REPORTING THROUGH TECHNOLOGY
Now in place for several months, the new program incorporates our 

dedicated staff and proprietary Quietpoint™ mobile technology to manage 

and monitor the results, deliver transparent reporting, and proven best 

practices and protocols that are hallmarks of TEC Services’ successful 

business partnership.

THE RESULTS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES
  Fully-trained, vetted and reliable on-site personnel with 

  Maintaining FDA regulatory compliance standards 

  Uphold SQF standards through accurate documentation

  Increased employee satisfaction through a cleaner and safer  

working environment

  Daily inspections with KPI reporting measured through our proprietary 

Quietpoint™ mobile technology

TEC Services, LLC / Quiet Your Day™
11900 Old Baltimore Pike / Beltsville, MD 20705 USA 
833-832-7782  /  TECServ.com

See How a Sanitation Program Backed by a Data-Driven,
Dedicated Team Will Change the Way You Clean Forever

SCHEDULE A TIME TO TALK


